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1968 Master Plan
 Heavy Rail Metro Routes
System would provide metro service radia-
ting from Los Angeles’ growing downtown.
Planners designed five lines for a prilimi-
nary phase of  62 miles, with a total cost of
$2.5 billion. The proposal’s routes would
provide easy access to San Fernando Valley,
the Westside, LAX, Long Beach,
and El Monte. The real ques-
tion, though, was whether down-
town was really L.A.’s center;
should all routes go there?

Plan failed in front of voters
by a slim margin; similar tax
increase proposals failed in
both 1974 and 1976.

1980 Proposition A
 LRT or Metro Routes
Instead of  rehashing the same downtown-
centered plans that had failed in the 1970s,
the Los Angeles County Transportation
Commission proposed for 1980 a vaguer,
more ambitious proposal that would allow
users to transfer lines on the edges of  the
system, rather than simply at the center.
This plan was not as
specifically aligned to
heavy rail technology.

Proposition A, which
devoted a 1/2-cent
sales tax to transport,
passed; 35% of ret-
urns go to transit.

1990
Proposition C
 LRT or Metro Routes
Proposition A allowed construction to begin
on three corridors, a metro line down
Wilshire Blvd, and two light rail lines (blue
and green lines today). It was clear, how-
ever, that the ambitious expantion earlier
considered would not be completed with
such limited funds, especially after a pol-
itically disasterous methane gas explosion
on Fairfax Blvd in 1985.

Voters were willing to invest in more mass
transit, and approved Proposition C, which
would add another 1/2-cent sales tax in
L.A. County. But a referendum in 1998 for-
bade using A or C money for new subways.
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Measure R Rapid
Transit Proposals 

If passed, R would impose
a new 1/2-cent sales tax,
with 65% devoted to transit.

 HR Metro routes
- Wilshire Blvd
- Santa Monica Blvd

 Light Rail routes
- Expo line extension to
  Santa Monica
- Downtown connector
- Gold line extension further
  east
- Gold line Foothills
  extension
- Green line LAX airport
  extension
- Green line south corridor
  extension
- Crenshaw Corridor

 Busways
- Orange line Canoga
  corridor extension
- I-405 corridor Westside/
  San Fernando connection

Existing System/
Under Construction

Paid for with Prop A and C
revenues.

 Rail and BRT routes
- Blue LRT (1990)
- Red/Purple HR (1993)
- Green LRT (1995)
- Gold LRT (2003)
   x Extension to East L.A.
      current being built
- Expo LRT (2010)
   x Being built from CBD
      to Culver City

 Busways
- El Monte Busway (1974)
- Harbor Transitway
  (1998)
- Orange Line BRT (2005)


